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Press Release – ABS Nautical Systems® (ABS NS) has been selected by d’Amico Società di Navigazione to
implement NS Enterprise, one of the leading fleet management software systems for digital maritime operations,
across its entire fleet of vessels.
ABS NS and d’Amico Group will work together to replace the client’s existing legacy software, driving digital
transformation throughout their organization and across their marine assets. This transition to data-driven and
reliability-based software will support faster, more accurate decision making for improved compliance and safety
across all shipping operations.
“We look forward to partnering with d’Amico Group to support their digital journey,” says Evan Gooch, President of
ABS Nautical Systems. “Our NS Enterprise software is designed around the needs of the mariner, and we are
focused on helping clients with improved access and visibility to their data to meet critical operational and
compliance challenges. We will work together to administer new technology and innovation that increases
efficiency and reliability—an objective very important to d’Amico Group and their clients.”
“As a world leader in maritime transportation, we are constantly focused on the quality of ship management.
Excellence and reliability are crucial in our business and for our top clients,” says Cesare d’Api, Deputy Technical
Director of d’Amico Società di Navigazione. “In line with our mission, we are constantly looking at the opportunities
offered by the application of digital technologies and sharp analytics tools in maritime transportation. Such growing
trends in digitalization and mobile applications have clearly highlighted the need to move toward a change of tools
for fleet management in order to exploit the value of data and information as assets. A data dashboards driven
business model is a smart and practical way to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of our maintenance
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processes. We are partnering with ABS NS because they have a unique combination of innovative software and
maritime heritage.
to deployingtheir software modules and mobile applications across our fleet of
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70 vessels.”
NS Enterprise is an integrated digital platform that allows vessel owners and operators to increase the productivity
of their operations and optimize performance. Comprised of software modules, mobile applications and enterprise
asset management services, this comprehensive fleet management solution has been solving challenges in the
marine and offshore industry for over 30 years. To learn more about ABS NS’ services and solutions,
visit www.abs-ns.com.
About d’Amico Group
d’Amico Group is a leading Italian family-run shipping company operating on a global scale. The core business is
focused on the management and operation of dry cargo and product tankers vessels, also providing international
shipping services. d’Amico has an advanced technical department made up of highly qualified personnel offering
maintenance services on the ships. d’Amico Group has always been committed to its client needs. Operational
safety and concern for the environment represent its core values, with the continuing professional development of
the team and investment in a substantial state of the art and eco-friendly fleet which are amongst the top priorities.
Learn more about d’Amico Group on www.damicoship.com. For more information contact the d’Amico Group
About ABS Nautical Systems
ABS Nautical Systems is recognized as the leader in maritime fleet management software, supporting Digital
Transformation across marine assets and providing powerful business intelligence solutions for a complex world.
Our reliability-based software and compliance management solutions have helped mariners solve real-world
operational challenges for over 30 years. Today, our advanced software platform NS Enterprise supports faster,
more accurate decision-making to help the marine and offshore industries improve efficiency, ensure safety and
drive performance. Learn more about ABS Nautical Systems software solutions and services.
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